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Global assessment of arbuscular
mycorrhizal fungus diversity reveals
very low endemism
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The global biogeography of microorganisms remains largely unknown, in contrast to the
well-studied diversity patterns of macroorganisms. We used arbuscular mycorrhizal (AM)
fungus DNA from 1014 plant-root samples collected worldwide to determine the global
distribution of these plant symbionts. We found that AM fungal communities reflected local
environmental conditions and the spatial distance between sites. However, despite AM
fungi apparently possessing limited dispersal ability, we found 93% of taxa on multiple
continents and 34% on all six continents surveyed. This contrasts with the high spatial
turnover of other fungal taxa and with the endemism displayed by plants at the global
scale. We suggest that the biogeography of AM fungi is driven by unexpectedly efficient
dispersal, probably via both abiotic and biotic vectors, including humans.

T

he arbuscular mycorrhizal (AM) fungi (phylum Glomeromycota) are an ancient but
species-poor group of root symbionts whose
origin coincided with the first appearance of
land plants (1). The AM symbiosis involves
~80% of land plants and ~250 morphologically
defined or 350 to 1000 molecularly defined AM
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fungi (2, 3). The relationship typically allows the
fungus to receive plant-synthesized carbon, while
conferring the plant with an increased capacity for
nutrient capture and improved tolerance of drought
and pathogens (4). At a wider scale, the symbiosis
influences plant-plant interactions and the structure of plant communities, and thus it can affect
agricultural production and the conservation and
restoration of ecosystems (5). Because many AM
fungi are unculturable, identification of AM fungal
taxa in the environment is principally dependent on
DNA-based methods; these asexual organisms are
classified into approximately species-level taxonomic units using clustering or sequence-matching algorithms (6). The recent rapid development of DNA
sequencing technology is allowing detection of increasing numbers of AM fungi and other microorganisms in environmental samples and enabling
their responses to local and regional environmental
gradients to be recorded (7–9). However, knowledge
about global AM fungal diversity is piecemeal. This
is partly because most classification approaches generate operational taxonomic units (OTUs) that cannot be readily compared between different studies or
study areas (2, 10). Additionally, the communities of
AM fungi present in many geographic regions, biomes,
and ecosystems remain entirely unstudied (11, 12).

of Montana IACUC no. 059-10TMMCWRU. Any use of trade, firm, or
product names is for descriptive purposes only and does not imply
endorsement by the U.S. Government. Data are available in Dryad:
DOI 10.5061/dryad.2m15n; data files: Life_history_data.
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Although empirical data concerning AM fungal dispersal are limited, the process is believed
to be mostly local and mediated by invertebrates
(4, 13), with some evidence of small mammals,
water, and human activities (e.g., agricultural practices) dispersing propagules farther (14–16). As
yet, there is no direct evidence of efficient longdistance dispersal (13, 17). Hence, extensive global
sampling of AM fungal diversity should reveal
high endemism and similar responses to environmental conditions as those shown to drive localscale diversity (7, 8). We used high-throughput
sequencing of environmental samples to survey
AM fungal diversity and distribution in natural
ecosystems worldwide. We examined the contributions of environmental conditions, spatial
distance between plots, paleogeographic history,
and plant-host identity on AM fungal diversity at
local to global scales.
We collected 1014 individual root samples from
vegetation plots worldwide and identified DNAbased AM fungal taxa [“virtual taxa” (VT), after
(10)] in plant roots by using 454 sequencing. VT
are phylogenetically defined sequence groups that
exhibit a taxonomic resolution similar to that of
morphological species, or above that resolution in
some AM fungal families (11). As in traditional binomial nomenclature, the VT classification applies
consistent principles to taxonomic assignments
across data sets and provides comparability between studies. We used 912,515 quality-filtered
AM fungal reads, representing 836 samples, 161
plant species, and 67 plots, for further analysis
(Fig. 1A, fig. S1, tables S1 to S3, and database S1).
We recorded 236 (68%) of the 348 currently
known AM fungal VT and identified a further 10
taxa that were previously undescribed (fig. S2).
Ninety-three percent of recorded VT were present
on more than one continent, and one-third (34%)
were present on all six sampled continents. Furthermore, 90% of VT were found in more than one
climatic zone, and 79% were found in both forests
and grasslands (the two most widely sampled ecosystems) (Fig. 1B). We added published data on
AM fungal VT distribution from the MaarjAM
database (10) to create a comprehensive data set
containing all available VT records. We compared
this data set with the distribution of plants (the AM
fungus host organisms) for which global data are
available at the family (18) but not the species level.
The mean fractions of the AM fungal taxon pool
found on individual continents (57%) and of shared
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VT recorded from pairs of continents (56%) were
similar to the respective values for plant families
(59% in both cases) (Fig. 1, C and D). Using available data on plant species diversity, we estimated
that the mean proportion of plant species shared

between pairs of continents is at least an order of
magnitude lower (~4%) (Fig. 1, C and D).
Cosmopolitan organismal distribution may occur if speciation events representing the origins of
extant taxa happened before major continental
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Fig. 1. Global biogeography in AM fungi and plants. (A) Sampled sites (table S1). (B) Venn diagrams
(using relevant subsets of the full data set) showing the sharing of AM fungal VT between continents,
biomes, and ecosystems. (C) Counts of VT and (D) plant families found on each continent (circles) and
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rRNA gene sequences (10) for AM fungal VT with at least one known geographic point of origin.
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reconfigurations (i.e., ancient vicariance); it may
also occur as a result of efficient global dispersal
(16). Where ancient vicariance is the primary driver, taxa with an origination time after putative
vicariance events should display restricted distributions. We used distribution data for AM fungal
VT, along with a dated phylogenetic tree reconstructed using small subunit ribosomal RNA (SSU
rRNA) gene sequence data, to show that most VT
had origination times after the major continental
shifts occurred; in addition, we found that the collective descendant taxa of all but the most recent
ancestral nodes are globally distributed (Fig. 2 and
figs. S3 and S4). Though it was derived from a
fossil-calibrated single-gene analysis, this pattern
strongly suggests that the wide distribution of AM
fungal VT is driven by efficient recent dispersal
rather than by ancient vicariance. Integrating this
finding with the current understanding of AM fungal ecology requires a reassessment of potential
dispersal mechanisms. First, the frequency of longdistance dispersal events mediated by known agents,
including wind (13, 19) and human activities (16),
may have been underestimated owing to a lack
of empirical data. Second, overlooked dispersal
agents might be responsible for substantial
propagule transport. For example, although there
is no quantitative evidence concerning dispersal in
seawater or via birds (20), these agents might explain the abundance of AM fungi on oceanic islands (21). Third, rare dispersal events, such as
powerful dust storms, may strongly influence distribution patterns, because AM fungal propagules
exhibit high viability. Given that AM fungal spores
are generally large and demonstrate high survival
rates in harsh environmental conditions (4, 22),
they might form a propagule bank that can efficiently exploit favorable conditions even if these
are encountered infrequently, analogous to largeseeded plants (23) and sporocarp-forming ectomycorrhizal fungi (24).
To disentangle the effects on AM fungal communities of biotic and abiotic ecosystem components and of spatial processes, we partitioned
variation in AM fungal richness and community
composition between sets of variables related to
paleogeography, spatial distance between plots,
environment, and plant host (figs. S5 to S7 and
tables S4 to S6). We found that the richness of AM
fungal communities in individual plant roots or
vegetation plots varied in relation to spatial distance and environmental gradients (Fig. 3A and
fig. S8), consistent with existing evidence (3, 7, 8).
However, our data showed that the taxon richness (alpha diversity) of AM fungal communities
decreases with latitude (Fig. 3E), a pattern that is
widespread in macroorganisms (25) but is not observed among ectomycorrhizal fungi (12, 26) or
other soil microbes (27). Environmental variables
explained slightly more of the variation in plot
and sample richness than spatial distance did, but
most variation was explained by the intersection
of these variable sets (i.e., environmental gradients
that exhibit a spatial lag, such as temperature) (table
S4). AM fungal community richness was consistently higher in grasslands than in forests (Fig. 3E),
whereas the converse was true of the local taxon
28 AUGUST 2015 • VOL 349 ISSUE 6251
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turnover rate (beta diversity) (Fig. 3F), and
the total richness (gamma diversity) recorded
in the two habitats was similar (Fig. 1B). Thus,
despite grassland biomes having originated
during the Eocene (making them an order of
magnitude younger than the first AM fungi)
(28), they have become a favorable habitat for
AM fungi. Vascular plants exhibit a similar pattern: Higher small-scale richness is observed in
grasslands (29), but total richness is higher in
forests (30).
Spatial distance explained at least as much
plot-level variation in community composition as
did environmental variables (Fig. 3, B and C; table
S6). The role of local-scale dispersal limitation in
structuring AM fungal communities has previously
been recognized (7); here, we provide empirical
evidence of distance decay on a global scale.
Sample-level community composition was additionally explained by paleogeographic history
and host-plant phylogeny, though the explanatory power of these variable sets was very low
(Fig. 3C). Although the idea that AM fungal
community composition contains a paleogeographic signature has previously been proposed
(31), our analysis represents the first empirical
evidence to support this theory. The best-fitting
predictor variables related to the plant host suggested that AM fungal community composition
responds to the coarsest-scale differences in plant
phylogeny (fig. S6). Previous research (32) found
that AM fungal community structure converges
as the phylogenetic distance between host plants
increases; our study demonstrates the converse
pattern.
Because biogeographic analyses are highly
dependent on taxonomic resolution (33), we
repeated our analyses using a second widely used
approach for sequence identification: de novo
clustering of OTUs at 97% sequence similarity
(figs. S1 and S9). The recorded degree of endemism among OTUs (fig. S10) was higher than
that of VT and plant families, but it was approximately an order of magnitude lower than that
estimated for plant species (Fig. 1D). Variations
in AM fungal richness and community composition were similar across the two approaches
used for sequence identification (fig. S11) [similar findings are presented in (34)]. Furthermore,
rarefaction, as a means of standardizing the sequencing effort between samples, made a negligible difference to the results of community
richness and composition analyses (fig. S11).
We have demonstrated for an important terrestrial microbial group that local environmental
conditions and spatial configurations determine
the composition of communities. AM fungal taxa
are known to differ in their habitat preferences
(35) and responses to local environmental gradients (7–9), and unfavorable environmental conditions are a likely factor limiting within-region
dispersal of AM fungal taxa with particular ecological requirements (8, 35). This bears a warning
message, because progressive habitat loss and
fragmentation of landscapes might result in a
situation where human-induced dispersal barriers, such as agricultural systems with few potential
972
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Fig. 2. Phylogeny-based analysis of AM fungal distribution. (A) Bayesian phylogenetic tree of
AM fungi, with family groupings shown in different colors. Tree tips represent VT type (i.e.,
representative) sequences. (B) Mean ages of nodes immediately ancestral to VT, as estimates of
VT origination times. (C) Number of continents occupied by the descendant taxa of internal tree
nodes (i.e., ancestral taxa). The median (central bar), quartiles (gray box), ranges excluding outliers
(whiskers), and outliers (points) of the continental distributions are shown for nodes over 20-millionyear increments. The right-most boxplot shows the continental distribution of tree tips (VT). VT
distribution was determined using data from this study and from the MaarjAM database (10) for VT
with at least one known geographic point of origin. Timing was derived by using a relaxed clock
analysis with fossil calibration of the root [R in (A)] at 505 million years ago (Mya). The vertical blue
band across panels shows the timing of continental reconfiguration events, according to (40).

mutualist partners, inhibit the arrival of symbiotic fungi that are necessary for ecosystem functioning and service provision. We showed that the
cosmopolitan distribution pattern of AM fungal
taxa contrasts with that of their host plants at the
species level, whereas the host plants exhibit a
similar pattern at a taxonomic rank several levels
higher (18). At a continental scale, this pattern

also contrasts with the high spatial turnover of
some microbial organisms, including fungi (36, 37),
but it resembles observed patterns for certain
bacteria (38). We propose that earlier reports of
patchily distributed AM fungal taxa at the continental or global scales may have been related to
low sampling effort (11) and/or the collation of
methodologically diverse data (3, 10). We suggest
sciencemag.org SCIENCE
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that addressing both global and local dispersal of
AM fungi and the role of dispersal agents such as
birds, large mammals (including humans), wind,
surface water, and seawater can illuminate the processes governing AM fungal diversity patterns.
Along with a better understanding of the functional attributes of cosmopolitan taxa throughout
their ranges (39), such information will not only
enhance our understanding of microbial biogeography but will also facilitate ecosystem restoration
and sustainable agriculture.
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